
CyberQP Password Manager
Security-First Credential Storage for MSPs

Key Benefits
Integrated End-User Self-Serve Password Reset 
(SSPR) System

Integrated End-User Identity Verification System

Integrated Automated Privileged Password 
Rotation System

Integrated Account Management System for 
Tier-1 Support

Integrated Universal Credential Injection
(ConnectWise Control and Datto RMM Support Coming Soon)

Features
Password Generation Interface:
Generate complex passwords (up to 99 characters) or choose secure 
and readable passphrases for automated rotations for any account 
within the CyberQP dashboard and our ConnectWise Manage 
integration.

Secure Temporary Password Sharing:
Share passwords on a one-time or time limited basis to external 
contractors or temporary users.

Password Access and Activity Audits:
Get visibility into who has accessed, shared and changed passwords, 
create audit trail reports and view the latest interactions with a 
specific account’s password.

Password Segmentation:
Get your critical, privileged accounts out of your documentation tools 
and personal password manager.

Privileged Password Access Management:
Restrict passwords by security group so only technicians that should 
have access can see them.

The CyberQP Password Manager offers convenient credential management designed to meet the needs of security-first MSPs. Unlike your typical 
password vault, CyberQP’ solution enables MSP technicians to rotate your privileged credentials automatically. Leverage up to 99-character 
complex password and passphrase generation, continuity measures for documentation tool outages, and integrations with our Privileged Access 
and Helpdesk Management suite. With this you can protect privileged accounts, offer self-service password resets, tier 1 account management 
and identity verification for end users. MSPs now have a cybersecurity partner they can trust to expand their PAM capabilities.

FIPS 140-2 Validated Data Encryption

One Time Password (OTP) code storage and 
sharing

One-Click Username, Password and OTP Copying

Optionally Store End-User Passwords

Integrates Partner Feedback

Password Fallback:
Accounts linked to CyberQP can easily be updated and written to 
the CyberQP Password Manager in the case of a documentation tool 
outage or breach.

Integrated  Automated  Privileged  Password  Rotation  System:
Protect your privileged credentials from breaches and credential 
theft with automatic rotation of privileged account passwords on a 
pre-defined schedule or on-demand.

Integrated Self-Serve Password Reset System:
Offer an easy-to-use Self-Serve Password Reset system to end-
users to minimize password reset tickets. Optionally store end-user 
passwords in Password Manager.

Integrated End-User Identity Verification System:
Securely verify end-users that call your helpdesk for support quickly 
and easily.

Integrated Tier-1 Support  Account Management System:
Reset passwords, unlock accounts and enable/disable accounts 
quickly and easily from the CyberQP dashboard or from your PSA 
ticketing system.
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